CALL FOR PRO BONO ATTORNEYS

JOIN ALIGHT
TO UNLOCK A FRESH START FOR HUMAN TRAFFICKING SURVIVORS
You can make a difference and help human trafficking survivors by joining ALIGHT's mobilized legal
network! As an attorney — whether in private practice or a law firm — your substantive legal knowledge
can support local survivors in Colorado to rebuild their lives.

About Legal Needs Matching Program

ALIGHT works with attorneys who contribute their expertise in a unique way to fight for the rights of
trafficking survivors. Attorneys are critical to survivors' ability to remove the legal obstacles to recovery
and to access jobs, education, and other opportunities after they escape. ALIGHT is a Colorado-based
501(c)(3) nonprofit and accredited pro bono legal services provider.
Below are the high-needs legal areas in CO. Survivors request advocacy, counsel, and/or representation
on matters such as:
• Family Law: custody and visitation, divorce, security issues involving survivor and/or family members
• Criminal Law: criminal records, criminal defense, criminal justice advocacy
• Civil Law: identity change, fraud, tenant's rights, employment, debtor's rights, benefits issues, litigation

Be part of the solution! Get started by emailing program@alightnet.org
How It Works

You receive targeted requests for legal services
based on your expertise through a needs-matching
app. You can assist with the discrete request, or
wait for another matter depending on bandwidth.
With a convenient way to respond to specific and
relevant requests, precious time is not wasted on
coordination. You can focus on the impact.

About You

An attorney with expertise to offer in Family Law, Criminal Law, and/or Civil Law.
*Spanish-speaking a plus.

Role in the Program
● Review real-time notifications of
requests for assistance that match
your expertise
● Claim requests where appropriate,
and the 4Bells app will directly
share your contact information
with the community partner who
posted
● Discuss further terms of the task
when survivor calls

Benefits
● Impact the lives of local human trafficking survivors at a
critical point in their healing
● Have exposure to client contact and develop client rapport
skills
● Improve on-the-feet experience with courts, DA's, and other
parties
● Utilize your legal expertise, without learning new areas of law
● Save time finding and fulfilling pro bono requirements
● Receive targeted requests for discrete issues
● Assist as you have the time and opportunity

